
ObamaCare: The California Exchange — Latinos, 
Limited Doctors & Insuring Illegals  !
Covered California has now enrolled 1.6 million. And through the end of January 80% 
paid their first month’s premium. The state’s SHOP program — Small Business Health 
Option Plans — is doing well, too. Over 570 businesses have enrolled almost 5,000 
employees.  !
The exchange is a huge success and is one of the most successful in the nation.  !
What it isn’t doing — according to critics — is reaching Latinos. And California has the 
largest Latino population, legal and illegal, in the nation. In California Latinos make up 
57% of the state’s 6.7 million uninsured. Nationally 10.3 million Latinos are eligible for 
coverage and they represent 25% — one quarter — of the 41.3 million uninsured in the 
U.S. !
Why they aren’t enrolling isn’t such a hard question. Latinos making lower wages worry 
that using public assistance to purchase health insurance will harm their shot at U.S. 
citizenship.  !
A lot of them fear enrollment could lead to deportation for them and their undocumented 
families and other relatives living with them. Another possible problem is a lack of 
Spanish-speaking counselors working Covered California phones. !
So Latinos now make up just 20% of those enrolled in the program who have identified 
their ethnicity.  !
One effort to solve California’s Latino enrollment problem is a bill in the Legislature to 
insure those in the country illegally. Sen. Ricardo Lara — a Democrat from Bell Gardens 
— is the bill’s sponsor. “Excluding people from access to care hurts the overall health of 
our communities, and does not reflect California values.”  !
The bill sets up a separate exchange for this in the country illegally. Covered California 
will run the exchange and within it is Medi-Cal dollars to cover low income individuals or 
families that meet the income eligibility requirements but who cannot apply because of 
their immigrant status. !
But enrolling more people may not solve their health care problems. Those enrolling in 
Covered California are finding limited doctor choices if they can find a doctor at all. 
Many of the state’s physicians are not accepting new patients.  


